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• Financial markets kick-started September on the back foot as recession-related concerns were

exacerbated by China announcing Chengdu, a city of roughly 21 million people, has been put on

coronavirus lockdown. The American dollar surged, helped by upbeat local data and the dismal

market mood.

• US ISM Manufacturing PMI reprinted the 52.8 figure for August versus the market expectations

of 52.0. Further, the final reading of S&P Manufacturing PMI for August rose past 51.3 initial

estimates to 51.5, versus 52.2 prior final for July. On the same line, US Initial Jobless Claims

dropped to 232K versus 248K forecast and 237K prior. Further, the Unit Labor Cost rose 10.2%

QoQ during the second quarter (Q2) versus 10.7% expected while Labor Productivity dropped by

4.1% during Q2 versus the anticipated fall of 4.5% and -4.6% prior.

• Today, the focus will be on the US Nonfarm Payrolls report. The country is expected to have

added 300K new jobs in August, while the Unemployment Rate is foreseen steady at 3.5%.
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➢ EUR/USD licks its wounds around 0.9960, after posting the biggest daily fall in nearly two

months during early Friday morning in Europe.

➢ The final August manufacturing PMI edged 0.1 lower to 49.6 vs 49.7. This is the second month

below 50, highlighting the recession risks facing the sector. On Thursday, Reuters mentioned that

Eurozone money markets now price in a roughly 80% chance of a 75 basis-point ECB rate hike

next week, versus just over 50% on Wednesday.

➢ For an short build-up, investors should use the pullback towards the resistance of 1.0000 as a

selling opportunity. This will drag the main pair towards 0.9950, followed by the yearly low near

0.9900. On the flip side, greenback bulls will dominate the asset if the quote oversteps the 1.0000

resistance. This will drive EUR/USD towards late August high around 1.0080.
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➢ The GBP/USD pair is oscillating in a narrow range of 1.1530-1.1560 in the Asian session. The

sellers need to conquer previous day's low at 1.1500 to aim for the level of 1.1445. A breach of

the latter will drag cable towards 20 March 2020 low around 1.1410. Alternatively, a sustained

move above 1.1550 will send the asset to August 31 low surrounding 1.1600.

➢ The final UK Manufacturing PMI for August got revised higher to 47.3 from the initial estimate

of 46. Nevertheless, market participants paid little to no attention to this data. The Bank of

England’s (BOE) latest Decision Maker Panel revealed that overall business uncertainty,

specifically related to the Russia-Ukraine war and Brexit, rose in August.

➢ Meanwhile, Liz Truss, the frontrunner in the UK’s leadership race, said on Thursday that they

would deliver "immediate support" to households to make sure that they could afford energy

bills.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair is recovering its morning losses after slipping to near 139.87. The yen pair’s

latest pullback could be linked to the sluggish US Treasury yields around the multi-month high.

However, hawkish Fed bets keep the bulls hopeful ahead of the key US Nonfarm Payrolls

(NFP).

➢ It should be noted that statements from Japanese Chief Cabinet Secretary Hirokazu Matsuno, as

well as Finance Ministry, signaled that the authorities are bracing for market intervention.

➢ Should the asset break the resistance of 140.50, the greenback bulls will send the major towards

20 August 1998 low at 141.50. Alternatively, July’s peak near 139.40 challenges the short-term

downside of the yen pair ahead of internal uptrend line, near 138.88.
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➢ XAU/USD is advancing gradually higher as the DXY is displaying a subdued performance ahead

of the US NFP data. The resistance of $1,700 restricts immediate Gold's upside before directing

the bulls to $1,710. Meanwhile, sellers need to conquer last day's low at $1,690 to aim for the

2022 low around $1,680. A breach of the latter will drag the precious metal towards 05 June 2020

low around $1,670.

➢ On Thursday, Gold prices witnessed a steep fall after the release of the higher-than-expected US

ISM Manufacturing PMI data. Investors were expecting a fall in the volume of manufacturing

activities as the corporate sector has postponed expansion plans led by the unavailability of

cheaper money for disposal. However, a surprise upside in the Manufacturing PMI drove the

DXY close to the critical resistance of 110.00.
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➢ US stocks ended the first session of September mixed while two-year government bond yields

touched a 15-year high as initial jobless claims fell for the third week in a row. Energy, materials

and technology were the only decliners, while health and utilities led the gainers.

➢ The S&P 500 gained 0.3% to 3,966.86. For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of

4,000, which will send the index to the downtrend line from August 16 high, near 4,070. On the

contrary, bears can take control if the index plunge below the support of 3,900. This will drag the

S&P 500 towards May 20 low surrounding 3,800.

➢ In company news, Nvidia said the US government imposed a new license requirement for future

exports to China and Russia of the company's A100 and H100 integrated circuits. Shares

slumped 7.7%, the worst performer on the S&P 500.
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